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I'm all for writing about super cool products, and to me, spring is the best time to revamp your beauty stash and wardrobe. And for moms, that
means finding fashionable YET comfortable, versatile, and long-lasting stuff.

Here are 7 items you might not find in mainstream retailers.

Vionic Shoes:

These podiatrist designed active shoes give the best in walking comfort with orthotic technology. Super cute options for moms on-the-go and
great alternatives to the cliche sneaker. Vionic is known for offering sandals proven to alleviate heel pain. 

Tani USA:

Tani's SilkCut Collection is luxuriously soft and lightweight; in other words-- you'll want to live in their leggings, nighties, and panties. The brilliant
Micro Modal® Air fabric is actually thinner and softer than silk. Perfect for lounging around the house. 

Bio Ionic® Curl Expert Pro Curling Iron:

As moms, time is never on our side, so that's why I love this curler. It creates longer-lasting waves in half the time, and the big barrel allows for
faster curling and styling on wider hair sections. The Bio Ceramic Heaters provide instant and constant heat while styling. Plus, it features an
exclusive Natural Volcanic Mineral that infuses micro hydration to smooth, condition and shine.

Baby Foot: 

I'll admit-- my feet suck. I rarely have time for pedicures considering I'm 24/7 with the kids. I desperately needed a quick fix to my cracking feet,
so I welcomed trying Baby Foot. This revolutionary Japanese foot exfoliant is like a glycol peel-- an all natural foot care product that gives your
feet much needed TLC. Simply slip on a pair of Baby Foot booties, and in one hour, you’re on your way to smooth, soft feet. This effective and
gentle process removes unwanted dead skin cells; your feet will peel for days to follow, but once all the dead skin is gone, your feet will be baby
soft! 

Insect Shield:

With the whole Zika scare, I was really interested in learning more about this apparel that apparently protects you against getting bit. This
repellent apparel and gear are designed to provide long-lasting, effective and convenient personal insect protection from mosquitos and other
biting bugs. Like me, you're probably wondering if it's safe…well, the odorless technology is an approved vendor of the US Army and Marine
Corps, and remains effective up to 70 launderings. There are plenty of apparel options to choose from-- I like the zippy and leggings. Great for
camping or hanging in the backyard. 

SlimSation Pants:

Forget the mom jeans-- these pants are ideal for all body types. They're stylish, comfortable, and SLIMMING! Choose from an array of colors,
fabrics and fits: narrow, relaxed, and ankle cut. 

L'eggs from Hanes:

Most of us are quite familiar with Hanes, but their rather new L'eggs  Energy Collection provides a compelling and affordable solution for moms.
These leggings are a must have, flaunting a 360-degree Graduated Compression great for exercise and/or chasing after toddlers. 
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